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Welcome to the Microsoft® Windows® Group Policy Guide. The Microsoft Windows Group Policy Guide covers the topic of Group Policy—quite possibly the most misunderstood product that Microsoft has ever introduced. Many system administrators, network engineers, and IT managers think of Group Policy as a complex behemoth within Active Directory® that they will never truly understand, and yet Group Policy is widely implemented because its benefits are well-known in areas of security, software distribution, and desktop lockdown. When you’ve widely implemented a product that you don’t understand, you have a real problem and a frustrating experience for everyone involved, but it doesn’t have to be that way. Group Policy is less complex, more configurable, and more manageable than you might have imagined—and step by step, chapter by chapter, you’ll learn why as you read this book.
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Protection of Industrial Power Systems, Second EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 1998
"The book covers the most important aspects of industrial system protection."

   The protection which is installed on an industrial power system is likely to be subjected to more difficult conditions than the protection on any other kind of power system. Starting with the many simple devices which are employed and covering the...
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Scheduling in Real-Time SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Real-time computing plays a vital role in ultra-reliable and safety-critical applications in fields as diverse as flight control, telecommunication systems, nuclear plant supervision and surgical operation monitoring. Providing a comprehensive overview, this book examines the most significant real-time scheduling policies in use today....
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Microsoft SharePoint: Building Office 2007 Solutions in VB 2005 (Expert's Voice in Sharepoint)Apress, 2007
Microsoft SharePoint: Building Office 2007 Solutions in VB 2005 is the third edition of Scot Hillier's market-leading SharePoint book. The new version includes extensive updates from the previous editions, with a complete focus on SharePoint 2007 and its integration with the 2007 Microsoft Office System. This edition also features new...
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Practical RF Circuit Design for Modern Wireless Systems Vol. 2: Active Circuits and SystemsArtech House Publishers, 2003
This text is intended to be a populist book.

With so many complex equation–filled engineering books lining the shelves of our bookstores, perhaps you are wondering whether the science of microwaves and RF is ready for a text that can be understood by those who do not speak Latin or wear black robes. We believe so. The goal of a...
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Data Mining Applications with RAcademic Press, 2013

	Data Mining Applications with R is a great resource for researchers and professionals to understand the wide use of R, a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics, in solving different problems in industry. R is widely used in leveraging data mining techniques across many different industries, including...
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Microsoft(R) Operations Manager 2005 Unleashed (MOM): With A Preview of Operations Manager 2007Sams Publishing, 2006
With the licensing of NetIQ’s Operation Manager technology in 2000, Microsoft sent a message that it was serious about server monitoring and management. This message was well received; those production environments running Windows servers and using a Microsoft infrastructure require tools to help them be proactive in managing those servers...
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